Grill parts diagram

Sure, you know how to grill a steak, or make a mean rack of ribs, but how well do you really
know your gas grill? Do you know what those heat plates sitting above the burners actually do?
How about the carryover tubes? Cooking grates are the workhorse of your grill. They are
exposed to the most wear and tear of any part on your barbecue and for that reason require
regular care and maintenance such as cleaning and seasoning. The warming rack helps to keep
cooked food warm while freeing up space for more food to be cooked on the grill. Burners are
one of the most important parts of your grill because they are the primary source of heat for
grilling food. Over time, burners can accumulate grease and food particles causing inconsistent
temperatures and uneven flames. Control knobs allow you to adjust the flow of gas to the
burners determining both the flame height and overall cooking temperature of your grill. Igniters
are the ignition source for your grill. If your igniter is not working check that the battery is good
and that the electrodes are connected and not damaged. The temperature gauge measures the
temperature inside your grill, which enables more precise cooking to be done. Heat plates
minimize minimize flare ups and extend the life of your grill burners by incinerating drippings
and channeling excess grease away from the burners. Grease trays and cups collect excess
grease and drippings which are a byproduct of the cooking process. It is important to regularly
empty the grease tray to prevent it from overflowing. Side burners are built in to the side
shelves of some grills and are great for preparing side dishes and sauces, allowing for the
whole meal to be prepared on the grill. By Grill Spot Team July 15, Types of Gas Grill Parts:.
Cooking Grate: Cooking grates are the workhorse of your grill. Warming Rack: The warming
rack helps to keep cooked food warm while freeing up space for more food to be cooked on the
grill. Burners: Burners are one of the most important parts of your grill because they are the
primary source of heat for grilling food. Control Knobs: Control knobs allow you to adjust the
flow of gas to the burners determining both the flame height and overall cooking temperature of
your grill. Igniter: Igniters are the ignition source for your grill. Temperature Gauge: The
temperature gauge measures the temperature inside your grill, which enables more precise
cooking to be done. Heat Plates: Heat plates minimize minimize flare ups and extend the life of
your grill burners by incinerating drippings and channeling excess grease away from the
burners. Grease Tray: Grease trays and cups collect excess grease and drippings which are a
byproduct of the cooking process. Side Burner: Side burners are built in to the side shelves of
some grills and are great for preparing side dishes and sauces, allowing for the whole meal to
be prepared on the grill. View Infographic. Embed this infographic on your site. Grill Spot Team
GrillSpot. BBQ infographic. Subscribe Get the latest updates as soon as they are published in
your favourite RSS feed reader. Griller's Newsletter Subscribe to receive grill maintenance tips,
and grilling recipes. Follow Grill Spot. Have a great recipe, BBQ tip or story? Share it with us.
Tweets by GrillSpot. Traeger invented the pellet grill over 20 years ago, and since then they
have continued to perfect them; offering over 40 different models of pellet grills. With so many
options, you can experience the precision, flavor, and convenience of a wood fired grill no
matter if you are camping hundreds of miles from the nearest town, or feeding the
neighborhood! All Traeger pellet grills work by using an auger to move pellets to a fire pot
underneath the grill. You can set an exact temperature using the digital controls, and some
models even allow you to use your smartphone! This precision lets you go beyond just grilling,
with a Traeger pellet grill you can smoke, roast, or even bake! At Pellet Stove Parts for Less, we
have everything you need to get the most out of your Traeger pellet grill. We carry parts for all
models, including the Lonestar, Select Elite Series, and commercial grills. We offer fast delivery
on accessories like cedar planks and flavored pellets as well as replacement parts like augers,
igniters, control boards, and more. To learn more, go to our Repair Relief Fund page. Browse By
Collection. Simple Return Policy We make returns easy. Have A Question? Click here to contact
us. Traeger pellet grills are high quality and perfect for highly precise grilling. Traeger carries a
variety of pellet grill models to fit every need; everything from portable camping grills to
commercial capacity pellet grills. Stove Parts for Less carries replacement parts for the full
range of Traeger pellet grills, including igniters, controllers, bushings, and auger motors. We
also carry various accessories such as flavored pellets, bucket liners, and cedar planks.
Traeger Junior Elite 20 Parts. Traeger Lil' Tex Elite 22 Parts. Traeger Tailgater 20 Parts. Traeger
Pro Series 34 Parts. Traeger Texas Elite 34 Parts. Traeger Bronson 20 Parts. Traeger Pro Series
22 Parts. Traeger Pro Parts. Traeger Timberline AC Parts. Traeger Timberline DC Parts. Traeger
Texas Pro Parts. Traeger Ironwood Parts. Traeger Eastwood 22 Parts. Traeger Century 22 Parts.
Traeger Select Elite Parts. Traeger Century 34 Parts. Traeger Eastwood 34 Parts. Traeger Pro 20
Parts. Traeger Silverton Parts. Traeger Select Pro Parts. Traeger Century Parts. Traeger XL
Parts. Traeger Renegade Pro Parts. Traeger Scout Parts. Traeger Deluxe Elite Parts. Traeger
Lonestar 20 Parts. Traeger Renegade Elite 20 Parts. Traeger PTG Parts. Traeger Ranger Parts.
Traeger Lil' Pig Parts. Traeger Homestead Parts. Traeger Heartland Parts. Traeger Double

Commercial Parts. Traeger Large Commercial Parts. Traeger Longhorn Steer Parts. Traeger Roll
Top Parts. Traeger Ridgeland Parts. Traeger Executive Parts. Traeger Professional Parts.
Replacement Parts for Traeger Pellet Grills Traeger invented the pellet grill over 20 years ago,
and since then they have continued to perfect them; offering over 40 different models of pellet
grills. Suffering a financial hardship? Added to your cart:. Cart subtotal. Helena St. Lucia St.
Martin St. Shipping Methods. Product wishlist. Ash pan for most 4 grate grills. Fits models E, , , ,
, , and Flame shield fits models , , , , , , , , , , , Sold individually Fits models , , , Outer cast iron
cooking grate. Fits all Kamado grills. Dimensions: Fits gas grills Fits models , , Fits models , , , ,
, and Fits models , , , , , , and Grate hanger fits models E, , , , , , , , , , , , , , Pulse ignition kit with
all components. Warming rack for Kamado grills. Black ash pan kit for Kamado model Side Fire
Box ash drawer with lip for grill models , , , , , and Fits models , , , , , , , , , and Removable catch
pan fits Dual Fuel grill models , , and Stopper and slider brackets sold Fits models , , E, , , , , , , , ,
, , , , , Cast Iron Replacement Grate Fits models: , Fits models , , , , and E Fits models , , E, , , ,
and existing For Model prior to To ensure compatibility with your grill, Regulator and hose
assembly. Fits models E, , , , , , , , , , , , , E, , E, Warming rack with support. Hardware not
included. Fits models: , , , , , E and Cast iron cooking grate replacement for models and Fits
models and existing and new model with front shelf as well as model Front wooden handle for
big grill and Side Fire Box. Fits models , , , , , , Fits models and Ashpan for models and
Circle-shaped damper kit for black charcoal grills. Fits models E, , , E, , , , , , , Fire bowl with 3
support brackets. Dec or later for Kamado grills and all carts. Damper hood kit Akorn Kamado
models. All parts included. Burner sparker tip with long wire. Fits all gas and dual fuel gas side
grills. Add to wishlist. Add to cart Default Title. Out of stock Default Title - Out of stock. Next
Page. Let's Grill Together Learn about new products, recipes, and more! How can we help?
About Us. At Char-Griller, we pride ourselves in making quality grills, smokers, and
accessories, that are affordable for the hardworking families that buy them. We care about our
customers and their families as much as we care about making quality products. Recipes you'll
Love Get Started. All Rights Reserved. Sure, you know how to grill a steak, or make a mean rack
of ribs, but how well do you really know your gas grill? Do you know what those heat plates
sitting above the burners actually do? How about the carryover tubes? Cooking grates are the
workhorse of your grill. They are exposed to the most wear and tear of any part on your
barbecue and for that reason require regular care and maintenance such as cleaning and
seasoning. The warming rack helps to keep cooked food warm while freeing up space for more
food to be cooked on the grill. Burners are one of the most important parts of your grill because
they are the primary source of heat for grilling food. Over time, burners can accumulate grease
and food particles causing inconsistent temperatures and uneven flames. Control knobs allow
you to adjust the flow of gas to the burners determining both the flame height and overall
cooking temperature of your grill. Igniters are the ignition source for your grill. If your igniter is
not working check that the battery is good and that the electrodes are connected and not
damaged. The temperature gauge measures the temperature inside your grill, which enables
more precise cooking to be done. Heat plates minimize minimize flare ups and extend the life of
your grill burners by incinerating drippings and channeling excess grease away from the
burners. Grease trays and cups collect excess grease and drippings which are a byproduct of
the cooking process. It is important to regularly empty the grease tray to prevent it from
overflowing. Side burners are built in to the side shelves of some grills and are great for
preparing side dishes and sauces, allowing for the whole meal to be prepared on the grill. By
Grill Spot Team July 15, Types of Gas Grill Parts:. Cooking Grate: Cooking grates are the
workhorse of your grill. Warming Rack: The warming rack helps to keep cooked food warm
while freeing up space for more food to be cooked on the grill. Burners: Burners are one of the
most important parts of your grill because they are the primary source of heat for grilling food.
Control Knobs: Control knobs allow you to adjust the flow of gas to the burners determining
both the flame height and overall cooking temperature of your grill. Igniter: Igniters are the
ignition source for your grill. Temperature Gauge: The temperature gauge measures the
temperature inside your grill, which enables more precise cooking to be done. Heat Plates: Heat
plates minimize minimize flare ups and extend the life of your grill burners by incinerating
drippings and channeling excess grease away from the burners. Grease Tray: Grease trays and
cups collect excess grease and drippings which are a byproduct of the cooking process. Side
Burner: Side burners are built in to the side shelves of some grills and are great for preparing
side dishes and sauces, allowing for the whole meal to be prepared on the grill. View
Infographic. Embed this infographic on your site. Grill Spot Team GrillSpot. BBQ infographic.
Subscribe Get the latest updates as soon as they are published in your favourite RSS feed
reader. Griller's Newsletter Subscribe to receive grill maintenance tips, and grilling recipes.
Follow Grill Spot. Have a great recipe, BBQ tip or story? Share it with us. Tweets by GrillSpot.

Why do we need your model number? Each product has a unique model number just like your
car. Locating this number helps us get you the correct parts. Genuine Char-Broil replacement
part, this item is sold individually. It helps distribute the heat evenly on the Grill. Over time it will
collect food particles and grease from the Cooking Grates. It can be removed and cleaned with
soap and water. Size: This is a genuine Char-Broil replacement part, it is sold individually. The
purpose of the Char-Broil GW1 Heat Tent is help prevent flare ups and it also helps distribute
the heat of the flame evenly. Over time the Heat Tent will have a tendency to rust and degrade. It
should be replaced at this time. The propose of the Flame Tamer is two-fold. One is to diffuse
the heat evenly from the burners below them. The other is to keep grease and other food
particles from obstructing the burners. A genuine Coleman replacement part, sold individually.
The regulator allows only a certain amount of the fuel to the burners. If the grill is flame up, you
are either out of fuel, or you have a defective regulator. No tools are required to replace this
item. This part is compatible with the Coleman grills listed below. Depending on your grill you
may have 3 or 4 of these burners. This burner comes with Two 2 Cotter Pins. The burners are
the part of the grill that the flame rises from. It is recommended to keep these clean and covered
as they have a tendency to rust and corrode. Shopping Cart. Submit Search. Sign in Sign in with
Password. Cart Shopping Cart 0 item s in your cart. Restore a saved shopping cart. Preferred
Partners of. All Departments. Grill Parts Brands. Same Day Shipping. Repair Center Visit our
repair center for instructional repair videos and articles Go to the repair center. Grill Parts
Repair Videos. See More Videos. Follow the steps outlined below to Learn to replace the
burners on your Char-Broil grill in a matter of minutes. See More Articles. Popular Machines
Weber Coleman Weber Grate Housing Tray Part Number: Heat Tent Part Number: Sign up.
Thank you! Your email, , has been added to our mailing list. We were unable to add your email
to our mailing list. Millions of Parts From Top Brands. Need Help? Customer Service. Have a
rusty, old, or damaged handle on your gas grill that needs replacing? JavaScript seems to be
disabled in your browser. You must have JavaScript enabled in your browser to utilize the
functionality of this website. Find the Vermont Castings Barb
ford mustang gt pic
2003 chevy tahoe tail lights
micro b usb wiring diagram
ecue Grill model you own in the diagram listings shown below. Each link will take you direct to
that model Vermont Castings Barbecue Grill parts list and part view diagram. Be sure to have
your correct BBQ Grill model number and serial ready when locating your parts. Tuesday Feb
23, Home Barbecue Grills. Product was successfully added to your shopping cart. BQ30
Vermont Castings. CF Vermont Castings. CFN Vermont Castings. CF 3A Vermont Castings. CF
3B Vermont Castings. VC Vermont Castings. VCA Vermont Castings. VCN Vermont Castings.
VCP Vermont Castings. VCB Vermont Castings. VCC Vermont Castings. VC A Vermont
Castings. VC B Vermont Castings. VCD Vermont Castings. VCE Vermont Castings. VC30
Vermont Castings. VC C Vermont Castings. VC D Vermont Castings. VC50 A Vermont Castings.
VC50 B Vermont Castings. VC75 A Vermont Castings. VC75 B Vermont Castings. VCS Vermont
Castings. VCU Vermont Castings. VM Vermont Castings. VMK Vermont Castings. Show: 0 9 15
30 All. Sign Up for Our Newsletter:.

